
HONEYWELL SOLUTIONS
FOR DATA CENTERS
Reducing risk in your facility includes prevention and the ability to identify 
and react to critical incidents quickly. Multi-level security applications 
ensure that your site has the protection and control needed to minimize 
downtime and intrusion threats.

VIDEO ANALYTICS
Monitor people flow / people counting
Pinpoint risks
HSE slip and trip detection 
Car park surveillance
License plate recognition 

RESTRICTED ACCESS AREAS
ID and certificate management 
Biometric/Frictionless access
iLOQ battery free digital locking

PERSONNEL & VISITOR 
TRACKING
Video management system
People counting 
Social distancing alerts

ACCESS MANAGEMENT
Touchless and biometric access control 
Vendor portal
Identity and visitor management 
Database integration with HR systems
iLOQ battery free, wireless access control 

EVACUATION MANAGEMENT
Automatic roll call management

COMPLIANCE REPORTING 
Integrated dashboard and compliance 
Monitor access control, video and intrusion in 
one cohesive map
Pinpoint alarms and risks and automate 
response
Compliance reporting and certification 
management

VIDEO INTEGRATION
Easy, powerful multi-site video 
management with security 
dashboard
Video analytics, IP cameras, and 
encryption
Video verification for quick 
response and combined audit trail

EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
Automatic shutdown capability
Real time map with updates
Immediately alert emergency 
response teams
Gunshot detection

PROCESS ALARM 
MONITORING
Supervise unattended critical 
processes
Incident response monitoring

PERIMETER 
PROTECTION
Military grade intrusion 
detection system 
Detect loitering and 
suspicious activity
Radar enabled 
surveillance
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Pro-Watch Integrated Security Suite keeps data centers secure through an 
integrated open ecosystem that can scale and build with your operations. 
From video monitoring to access control, our suite of solutions gives security 
leaders complete visibility of their connected systems which increases 
situational awareness and helps maintain compliance. 

Pro-Watch helps you address critical outcomes and exceed expectations, 
providing the capabilities to adapt and expand, optimize uptime and 
efficiency, and protect your assets, your people, and your data.
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